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County of El Paso Purchasing Department 

 800 E. Overland Room 300 
 El Paso, Texas 79901  

 (915) 546-2048 / Fax: (915) 546-8180 

 

ADDENDUM 2 

 
To:  All Interested Proposers 

  
From:  Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician  

  
Date:  April 7, 2010 

  

Subject: BID # 10-019, Re-bid - Recreation Area Enclosures for the Jail Annex 

The Purchasing Department received a question relating to the above referenced 
bid; the response to the following question: 

 

            

1. Are there any photos of the site, that can be emailed to us? No, but you may 
call for a walk through. (915) 856-4890 Abel Maldonado      
            
            

  
2. Are there any cut sheets that can be emailed to us from a particular 

manufacturer that the specifications were based upon?    
            
Yes.  (or equivalent) Please see Attachments  

 
3. Is this is a rebid of bid #08-178?  If so there is not a Detention Facility portion 

or option 1 and 2 as previously requested on that bid.  This is only the Jail 
Annex portion of that previous bid. Correct? Being a rebid we thought there 
should be clarification  as the recent RFP #10-019 (rebid) is not nearly as 
specific as what was provided in the original bid package. Can you explain this 
further?   
 
This is a re-bid.  The Detention was awarded.  This bid is only for the Annex 
as specified on the specifications.  All clarifications must be requested in form 
of a question. 
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4. That previous bid specified 2”x2” square tube “fence posts” placed on 8’ 

centers as well as at the corners. The current bid (#10-019) makes no 
mention of this instead specifies the use of 1”x1” 16 gauge square tube 
throughout. Is this adequate? Yes all fence posts and corners need to be 2”x2” 
square tubing and fence posts set at 8’ centers 
 

 
5. The previous bid (#08-178) also mentions that because the rear of each 

enclosure will face up against an existing wall there would be no need to 
provide the mesh at those locations or any sides of the proposed enclosures 
that adjoined a wall. Is this consistant with the requirements for bid #10-019? 
Yes, this is still consistant. 

 
 
 

6. The bid mentions roof panels.  Are these the same 8 gauge welded wire 
material as the side panels and door or is it calling for  a solid top panel 
perhaps out of 12 or 14 gauge material? Yes, the same panels will follow for 
the roof. 

 
 
 

7. Would a rust inhibitive battleship gray shop primer paint be adequate in lieu of 
the semi-gloss machine gray called out? Yes, this will be adequate. 

 
 
 
 
 

8. Does everything need to be welded?  Can we bolt panel to panel and weld the 
required mesh portion of the panel? Yes everything needs to be welded, and 
as far as the panels go they can be bolted together and welded as long as 
they are secured.  

 
 
 

9. The previous bid mentioned that a basketball goal had to be removed.  Has 
this already accomplished  or do we have to allow for this work in the new 
bid? The basketball equipment still needs to be removed by the contractor and 
turned over to the maintenance section.  
 


